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DC Moore Gallery is pleased to present FIVE, a group exhibition featuring works by Janet Fish, Mark
Agony in the Garden, 2012. Oil on wood panel, 36 x 36 inches.
Innerst, Joyce Kozloff, Claire Sherman, and Jimmy
Wright, on view through January 30, 2021. The
exhibition will give viewers an opportunity to see a selection of works created throughout each of the
artists’ careers.

DC MOORE GALLERY is pleased to present its first exhibition by Darren Waterston, Remote Futures.
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utopian potential is untenable as such. With abstracted elements that are both corporeal and celestial, Waterston’s
scenes become simultaneously Edenic and dystopian.
Waterston’s formal approach complements his thematic interest in divergence. His painterly technique is drawn from
both the Italian Renaissance—he layers oils and viscous glazes over gessoed wood panels—and traditional Japanese
painting methods such as calligraphic brushwork. These moments of technical precision, however, are no sooner
perceived than they are obscured. The resulting ethereal visions evoke both distant pasts and fantastical futures.
Darren Waterston lives and works in New York, NY. His work is featured in permanent collections including Los
Angeles County Museum of Art, CA; Seattle Art Museum, WA; and Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, TX. Waterston’s
upcoming projects include an editioned, large-format print portfolio commissioned by the Fine Arts Museums of
San Francisco, to be published in conjunction with an exhibition in May 2013. MASS MoCA will also host a major
installation by Waterston in the fall of 2013.
DC Moore Gallery specializes in contemporary and twentieth-century art. The gallery is open Tuesday through
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Mark Innerst transforms the urban landscape throughout his career, imbuing it with his unique, deeply
resonant beauty, complexity and luminosity. The works largely focus on New York City and Los Angeles,
appearing majestic, immense, and serene. Streetscapes morph into a series of skyward-shooting lines or
stacked, layered blocks of color. Vanishing points slip off-center, and buildings sweep downward to street

level, where human activity is reduced to blurs of light. In other work on view, Innerst expands on the
movement of rushed crowds by closely examining metropolitan gathering spaces, as in Met Museum
Interior (2018), which invites new reflection, informed by the altered state of interior public spaces during
the pandemic. Throughout, Innerst’s works continually reflect a balance between frenetic movement and
stillness that is unique to the artist.
Joyce Kozloff, a major figure in both the Pattern and Decoration and the Feminist art movements since the
1970s, has explored the applied and decorative arts, especially visual cultures of the nonwestern world,
as sources for inspiration. Since the 1990s, Kozloff has utilized mapping as a device for consolidating her
enduring interests in history, culture, and the decorative and popular arts. She has concentrated on cities
countries, and continents, onto which patterns and images reflecting their colonial pasts are then overlaid.
Kozloff has also examined maps of international borders and bodies of water. In Girlhood: New Worlds
(2017) she unites those interests with unearthed childhood drawings to provide a dialogue between the
curiosity and wonderment of youth and a mature understanding of the world. Co-existing social concerns
have been an ongoing interest for Kozloff since her start, and her works are both visually satisfying and
intellectually questioning.
Claire Sherman’s most recent paintings continue to represent the natural world in a manner that is both
recognizable and utterly imaginative. The distorted palette creates an enhanced vividness that is in tension
with the dense mesh of branches, broken and askew, and leaves and plants twisted and overgrown.
Sherman’s method of painting is clear and direct. She avoids the overworked and achieves a surface
imbued with a sense of ease and speed, open to imperfection. In all of her work, sustained research,
reading, travel, and photography inform the act of painting.
Jimmy Wright moved to New York in 1974, following a period of graduate study at the Art Institute of
Chicago in which he engaged with the emergent group of Chicago Imagist artists. While in New York,
Wright originally worked directly from observation, drawing from experiences in bathhouses and clubs.
Following the AIDS crisis in the 1980s, he began to focus on the abstract and elegiac qualities of
sunflowers and other natural forms to express the passage of time.

Claire Sherman, Grass and Flowers, 2020. Oil on canvas, 42 x 36 inches (both)

This exhibition runs concurrently with Theresa Daddezio: Altum Corpus.

DC Moore Gallery specializes in contemporary and twentieth-century art. The gallery is open by appointment only Tuesday through
Saturday from 10am-6pm. For more information, photographs, or to arrange a viewing please call 212-247-2111 or email Sabeena
Khosla at skhosla@dcmooregallery.com.

